Welcome to the COVESA Projects Wiki

Blog Posts

- Blog: Congratulations to Open Insurance for Publishing API Specification created by Paul Boyes
  Wiki Front Page  Jun 13, 2022

- Blog: COVESA Roundtable created by Brandy Goolsby
  Wiki Front Page  May 23, 2022

- Blog: COVESA Roundtable created by Brandy Goolsby
  Wiki Front Page  Apr 18, 2022

- Blog: COVESA April Newsletter created by Brandy Goolsby
  Apr 08, 2022
  Wiki Front Page

COVESA Projects

All Meetings (weekly schedule)

Common Vehicle Interface Initiative:
(VSS, VSC, Tech Stack, and related projects)
Collaborative Projects
Code Projects (COVESA GitHub repository)

Trends Driving COVESA Work:
Vehicle E/E and software architecture trends
Vehicle cloud computing and connected services

COVESA Scope:

Our technical focus is connected vehicle systems including in-vehicle, at-edge and in-cloud services, interfaces and data exchange. This is an extension of the collaborative work launched with W3C called Common Vehicle Interface Initiative (CVII) and opens the alliance to a promising future in the growing mobility ecosystem.

GENIVI is now COVESA (Connected Vehicle Systems Alliance)

We ask for your patience while we transfer content from the GENIVI Wiki into this new COVESA Wiki. In the meantime, continue enjoying the GENIVI content and stay tuned for a refreshed WIKI!

For more information on engaging in COVESA, please contact help@covesa.global or visit www.covesa.global